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1. INTRODUCTION 
A (distributive) Ockham algebra is a bounded distributive lattice L on 
which there is defined a dual endomorphism f: In such an algebra (L, .f) 
the subset S(L) = { f x ; x E L} is a subalgebra which we call the skeleton of 
L. We shall be interested here in the situation where the skeleton of L is a 
de Morgan algebra. Clearly, this is the case precisely when the restriction of 
f to S(L) is an involution of order 2, and this is so if and only if xf = xf 3 
for every x E L. Thus, (L, f) has a de Morgan skeleton if and only if f = f 3. 
Now a study of the class K,, of Ockham algebras in which .fq = ,f’“‘” for 
p > 1, q > 0 was initiated by Berman [2]. The Ockham algebras with de 
Morgan skeletons therefore constitute the class K,,,. Every Ockham 
algebra (L, f) contains a subalgebra of this type, namely {x E L; xf = xf3}. 
Important subclasses of the class K,,, are the class MS of MS-algebras (in 
which id < f2, so that f’ is a closure) and the class MS, of dual MS- 
algebras (in which id B f*, so that f” is a dual closure). For the basic 
properties of MS-algebras we refer the reader to [4, 51. 
In the class K,,, there are 19 non-trivial subdirectly irreducible algebras. 
These were determined in 1980 by Sankappanavar but not published until 
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1985 [8]. During this time they were determined independently by Beazer 
[ 1 J. Here we shall use the labelling employed by Beazer since it extends 
that which we introduced in [4] for the subdirectly irreducible MS- 
algebras. For the convenience of the reader in comparing Cl] and [8], we 
list the correspondence between Sankappanavar’s notation S,, . . . . S,g and 
the one that we shall employ here: 
SI s2 s, s‘l s5 s, s, s, s9 SI, 
B S 3 S, K M K, i$ R, K1 
s,, s12 SI, SI‘l SI, SI, SIT SIP3 s19 
L L R, K3 N ii’ M, iif, B, 
In our notation, a bar denotes the dual algebra. 
Our objective here is to determine the lattice of subvarieties of certain 
subclasses of K,,, from which the entire lattice of subvarieties can be 
constructed. We shall also obtain equational bases for many of the 
subvarieties. 
Using [S, Corollary 2.91 we can order the set of subdirectly irreducible 
algebras in K,,, by setting A Q B if and only if A is trivial or is isomorphic 
to a subalgebra of B. We obtain the Hasse diagram of Fig. 1. 
By applying to this ordered set a theorem of Davey [6] we can in theory 
determine the lattice of subvarieties of K,,, . The task of so doing, however, 
is a daunting one. In this connection it would be useful to know what size 
of lattice we are dealing with. This in principle can be determined by using 
the following ingenious result of Berman and Kiihler [3]. 
FIGURE 1 
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1.1. THEOREM. Let F be a finite set and let O(F) be the lattice of order 
ideals of F. Then, for every x E F, 
lO( = IW’iCxl)l + IO(F\C.rY 
whereC,={yEF;y<xory>,x}. 
Although less daunting in nature, this problem requires several 
applications of the above result, so much so that paper and pencil 
calculations become unwieldy. Deference to the computer program 
mentioned in [3] would be in order. This of course would tell us only the 
size of the lattice of subvarieties and not what it looks like. In what follows 
we determine both by using judiciously chosen subsets of the ordered set of 
Fig. 1. 
2. OCKHAM ALGEBRAS WITH A KLEENE SKELETON 
Hereinafter we shall write an Ockham algebra as (L, - ). Thus L will be 
a bounded distributive lattice and -: L -+ L a unary operation such that 
l- =O, O- = 1, (x A y)” =x” v y- and (x v y)” =x” A y- for all 
x, YE L. If LEK,,,, i.e., if the skeleton of L is a de Morgan algebra, we also 
have x- =x--” for all XE L. In this case, S(L) = {x”-; XE L}. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let (L, - ) be an Ockham algebra with a de Morgan 
skeleton. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) L has a Kleene skeleton; 
(2) (Vx, yEL)x-- A X-Q y-- v y-; 
(3) LENvN. 
Proof: The equivalence of (1) and (2) is immediate from the definition 
of a Kleene algebra. As for that of (2) and (3), it suffices to observe that 
FIGURE 2 
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only those subdirectly irreducible algebras contained in N or N satisfy 
(2). I 
Since the subdirectly irreducible algebras in K,,, that do not have a 
Kleene skeleton are then M, M, , M, , B, we can, in principle at least, 
determine the lattice of subvarieties of Ockham algebras with a Kleene 
skeleton by applying Davey’s theorem to the ordered set obtained from 
Fig. 1 by deleting M, M,, R,, B,. Such a task, however, is still a daunting 
one, even though the ordered set in question is more amenable to the Ber- 
man-Kohler technique. In fact, by first selecting S, and then K,, we can 
apply the technique to discover that this lattice has 185 elements. We see 
this later. For the present, let us narrow sights even further. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let (L, - ) be an Ockham algebra with a de Morgan 
skeleton. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) (Vx, JJEL)X A x- <y v y-; 
(2) LEL VL. 
iT 
FIGURE 3 
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Proof. It suffices to observe that only those subdirectly irreducible 
algebras contained in L or f, satisfy (1). 1 
The ordered set of subdirectly irreducible algebras in L v L is that of 
Fig. 2. The number of ideals of this ordered set is 54. This is then the size of 
the lattice of subvarieties of L v L. Now as all of the subdirectly irreducible 
algebras in question, apart from L and L, are either MS-algebras or dual 
MS-algebras, it is not difhcult to draw the corresponding lattice of sub- 
varieties. This is the lattice of Fig. 3. Observe that the southeast and 
southwest faces consist of MS-algebras and dual MSalgebras, respectively. 
We can use the lattice of Fig. 3 to construct the lattice of subvarieties of 
N v N. In fact, by Theorem 2.1, to obtain this we have to add (as 
v-irreducible elements) the subvarieties generated by K,, R,, S,, N, m. 
We can describe the lattice using Figs. 4 and 5. Specifically, Fig. 4 is 
FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 5 
obtained from Fig. 3 by adding (as v -irreducible elements) the subvarieties 
K,, it,. In so doing, we bear in mind the lattice of subvarieties of MS- 
algebras [S]. We now have to add (as v -irreducibles) the subvarieties S,, 
N, m. This is achieved by adding another layer as depicted in Fig. 5. By 
pasting Fig. 5 as a second layer projecting down onto Fig. 4 with S, 
directly above S v S, we obtain the lattice of subvarieties of N v N. A sim- 
ple count shows that this lattice has 185 elements as predicted. 
The reader may now care to visualise the entire lattice of subvarieties of 
Ockham algebras with a de Morgan skeleton. This is obtained from the 
above lattice by adding (as v -irreducibles) the varieties M, M,, R,, B,. 
We first add M (directly above K), in so doing obtaining a copy of the 
whole double layer lying above K. This adds another 180 elements. Next, 
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on the new top level, we add M, and tii, (with M, directly above 
M v K, v K3). This produces another 37 elements. Finally, we top 
everything off with B, . The total number of elements is then 403. 
3. SUBDIRECT PRODUCTS OF MS-ALGEBRAS AND DUAL MS-ALGEBRAS 
If (A, “) is an MS-algebra and (B, + ) is a dual MS-algebra then we can 
make the Cartesian product A x B into an Ockham algebra with a de 
Morgan skeleton in a natural way. If we define the unary operation - on 
A x B by setting (a, b)- = (a“, b+) then we clearly obtain a dual 
endomorphism on A x B, and 
(a, b)- - - = (a”‘, b +++)=(a”,b+)=(a,b)-. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let (L, - ) be an Ockham algebra with a de Morgan 
skeleton. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) L is a subdirect product of an MS-algebra and a dual MS-algebra; 
(2) (Vx, ylzL)x A y-- <x-- v y; 
(3) LEM, v R,. 
Proof. It suffices to observe that the only subdirectly irreducible 
algebras that satisfy (2) are those that are subalgebras of M, or of R, . 1 
In order to obtain the lattice of subvarieties of M, v R,, we apply 
Davey’s theorem to the ordered set of Fig. 6. This lattice has 150 elements 
and can be constructed without difficulty from that of the lattice of sub- 
varieties of MS-algebras; it is described in Figs. 7 and 8. Specifically, the 
diagram in Fig. 8 sits as a second layer on top of that of Fig. 7 with M 
FIGURE 6 
AT 
FIGURE I 
M 
FIGURE 8 
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directly above K. From the intersection of the lattices in Figs. 4, 5, 7, 8 we 
can determine the lattice of subvarieties of Ockham algebras that have a 
Kleene skeleton and are subdirect products of an MS-algebra and a dual 
MS-algebra. This is the 69-element lattice of Fig. 7, and is the lattice of 
subvarieties of K, v K, v K, v K,. 
4. EQUATIONAL BASES FOR SUBVARIETIES OF N v m 
Sankappanavar [8] has obtained equational bases for the subvarieties 
generated by the subdirectly irreducible algebras in the variety K,,,. Here, 
using different techniques, we obtain equational bases for all of the sub- 
varieties of N v m. Our strategy is to discover first equational bases for the 
A -irreducible elements in the lattice of subvarieties of N v N. For this pur- 
pose, consider the following list of relations together with their duals. This 
list has of course been compiled with a considerable amount of hindsight. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(a) 
(B) 
x= y; 
x- Ax--=o; 
x A x- <x-- A x-; 
X -- AX'<XAX"; 
x A y- A y-- <x-- A y- A y--; 
x- A x-- A y<x v y--; 
x/ix- r\y-“6x”- v yv y-; 
XA y-- AZ- AZ--<x-- v yv y- vz; 
X --Ax-by--v y-; 
X --AX- 6yv y-. 
By Theorem 2.1, the relation (IX) characterises the subvariety N v m. These 
relations can be ordered by logical implication to yield the Hasse diagram 
of Fig. 9, in which (nd) denotes the dual of the relation (n). Observe that 
( 1 ), (2), (7) (~1) are self-dual. 
Of the above implications, the following are non-trivial: 
(3)=>(5): The set L” ={XAX-; XEL}={XEL; x<x-} is an 
order ideal of L. Since y- A y”” E L h it follows that x A y” A y-- E L h 
and so, for some ZE L, x A y” A y”- =z A z”. By (3) we then have 
X A y- A y-- =Z A Z- <(Z A Z-)--=X-- A y- A y-- 
which is (5). 
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(ah) 
(1) 
FIGURE 9 
(7) 3 (8): Writing x A z- for x in (7) we obtain 
from which (8) follows. 
(a, 4) = (B): Since x A y- A y”” EL h we have, by (4), 
XAY-Ay--=zAz-a(zAz-)--=X-“Ay-Ay--. 
It follows by (a) that 
X -- AX-=X-- AX- A (Jl-- V y-) 
= (X-- A X- A y--) V (X-- AX- A y-) 
<(J’AX-AX--)V(X--AX-Ay-) 
GYVY” 
which is (B). 
4.1. THEOREM. In the lattice of subvarieties of N v N the A -irreducible 
elements have the following equational bases: 
T: Cl), s, : (2), L v K,:(q3), 
L v ft,:(a,3J N v &:(a,4), li;r v K,:(cr,4,), 
N v K3:(a,5), N vf(,:(~(,5J, N vK, vK,:(cr,6), 
ii;r v K, v ii,:(a,6,), N v E: (B), m v L: (Bd), 
L v L v K, v &:(a,7), N v ic v K,:(a,8), N v L v K,:(cc,~~), 
N v iii: (ct). 
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Proof. We refer to Figs. 4 and 5. Observe first that in this lattice the 
ordered set of A -irreducible elements is isomorphic to the ordered set of 
Fig. 9. Now it is readily verified that the strongest of the above relations 
that are satisfied by each of these A -irreducible elements are as listed in the 
statement of the theorem. It follows that the lattice of relations whose set of 
A -irreducible elements is that of Fig. 9 is isomorphic to the lattice of 
Figs. 4, 5 and that consequently the equational bases are as asserted. 1 
The usefulness of having equational bases for the A -irreducible elements 
lies in the fact that we can use these to obtain equational bases for all of 
the subvarieties in the lattice. By way of example, recalling from 
Theorem 2.2 that L v L is characterised by the axiom 
and from Theorem 3.1 that M, v El, is characterised by the axiom 
(6)XA y---fX-- V y, 
we obtain the following results by considering intersections in the lattices of 
Figs. 4, 5, 7, 8: 
4.2. THEOREM. An equational basis of K, v it, v K, v K, is (a, 6). 
4.3. THEOREM. An equational basis of K, v K, v K, v K, is (y, 6). 
We can of course deduce Sankappanavar’s equational bases for the sub- 
varieties generated by the subdirectly irreducible Ockham algebras having 
a de Morgan skeleton. For those that do not have a Kleene skeleton the 
results are immediate, namely: 
B,:x- zx---; 
M,:x<x--; 
M,:x>,x--; 
M:x=x--. 
In terms of the relations 
(9): x6x--; 
(10): x=x--; 
(11): x/lx-=o; 
(12): X A X-=X-- AX-; 
(13): XAY-Ay”“=X-“Ay-Ay-“, 
481:117/l-12 
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and their duals, the subdirectly irreducible Ockham algebras that have a 
Kleene skeleton (other than T and S, which are listed in Theorem 4.1) 
have the following equational bases: 
N: M 13), m: (Pd, 13,), 
K,: (Pc,, 9, 13,), K,: (/A 9d, 13), 
L: (Y, 121, L: (Y, l&A, 
K,: (Y, 9, 121, G: (Y, 9,, l&J, 
K, : (Y, 9, 1U, R, : (Y, 9d, 12), 
K: (Y, 101, 
s: (ll), s: (IId), 
B: (11, lld). 
By way of example, we derive the above basis for N. Since 
N=(NvK,)r\(NvK,) 
it follows by Theorem 4.1 that an equational basis for N is (a, 4, 5). Now 
(c1,4,5)* (p, 13); for on the one hand (c(, 4)s (p), and on the other 
XA y- A y--EL^ so, by (4), for some z E L, 
XAY-Ay--=ZAZ->(ZAZ-)--=X-“Ay-Ay--, 
and this together with (5) gives (13). Conversely, if (j?) and (13) hold then 
it is clear that (8) =E- (a) and (13) - (5); and taking y = x in (13) we obtain 
x A x- A x1” =x- A x-” which iS (4). 
Let us note here that the only difference between the above results and 
those of Sankappanavar is in the basis for N. The basis obtained by 
Sankappanavar consists of our relations (B), (4) and the relation 
(*) X A X- A y-- A y- =y A y- A X-- A X-. 
In fact, (4) is superfluous since it follows from (*) on taking y =x-. Also, 
(*) is equivalent to our axiom (13). In fact, we have: 
(13)=>(s): By (13) x A y- A y--=x-” A y” A y”“, from which 
it follows that 
XAX-Ay-AJ’--=X--AX-Ay-Ay-“. 
Interchanging x and y and comparing the two identities, we obtain (*). 
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(*)+(13): Since x A y” A Y--EL” we have, for some zEL, 
X//y-Ay--=(XAJJ-Ay--)AjJ-AJ’“” 
=Z A Z- A y- A y-- 
=z -- AZ- A y- A y by (*I 
=x --Ay-AJ’“-Ay-Ay 
=x --Ay-Ay-- by (4). 
Several other interesting subvarieties have two-relation equational bases. 
We list some as follows, without proof: 
L v L v K,: (/Id, 7), 
NvK, vK,:(fi,6), 
L v K, v K,: (y, 6) 
L v S v K,: (y, 5) 
L v f(,: (Y, 4) 
N v K,: (B, 5), 
LvK,:(y,3), 
L v S: (y, 13), 
L v L v R,: @,7), 
N v ii, v K,: (fl, 6J, 
t v R, v K,: (y, 6d), 
L v s v ii,: (y, 5,), 
Jt v K,: (Y, 4A 
m v R, : (Bd, 5,), 
r v ft,: (Y, 3d), 
E v s: (y, 13,). 
Concerning the decreasing subset L” = (x E L, x 6 x” } = (x A x”; x E L} 
and the corresponding increasing subset L ” = {x E L; x 3 x- > = {x v x-: 
x E L}, we also have the following results. 
4.4. THEOREM. L” is an ideal of L if and only if L E m v L. 
Proof. Clearly, LA is an ideal if and only if, for all x, y E L, 
(XAX-)V(yAy-)~[(XAX-)V(yAy-)]- 
= (X- V X”-) A (y- V y--). 
Now this holds if and only if x A xz d y- - v y- for all x, y E L; and this 
is (Bd) which characterises m v L. 1 
Dually, we have: 
4.5. THEOREM. L” is a filter of L if’ and only $ L E N v L. 
By considering (m v L) A (N v L) we can deduce from Theorems 4.4 
and 4.5: 
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4.6. THEOREM. L E S, v L v f, if and only if L h is an ideal of L and L ” 
is a filter of L. 
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